
Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.    In addition to the normal selection of software from
our Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from 
the SRI.    What this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program 
from the SRI you know that it is the highest quality.    Why?    Because the SRI is a list of 
our most popular software.    Below is a list of topics and descriptions in    this months 
issue.

GENERAL INTEREST

 Business

AH! SCHEDULE -Creat your own high-quality charts for project management and 
tracking.

Biplane -Complete spreadsheet package. Includes on-line help.

Curve Fit-Plot-Fit data to straight lines, exponential/logarithmic/power curves, 
saturation/growth/rate.

FINANCE - Personal finance application keeps track of unlimited accounts and moves�
smoothly without the necessity of double bookkeeping.

Form It! -Make your own forms.

Histog-Create bar histograms for business.

LogMaster-Client billing program.

PayWindow-Full-featured and well-organized payroll Program.

Desk Accessories

AreaCodes-Find the state/city of any area code.

Icon Maker -Capture icon images. 

Little Black Book-Keep track of all your phone numbers and addresses.

Paint Viewer -Display, zoom, copy/paste PICT, PNTG, or EPS graphic file formats. 

PICTuresque-Displays PICT, EPS, and MacPaint files. Copy and format to the 
clipboard.



ProCalc-Calculator to perform complex calculations.

Quicklook-UPS calculator with the latest rates world wide. 

Servant-Twenty-six chapter tutorial covering the C programming language. 

Victoire-A desk accessory to cheat on your favorite games.

Virus Detective-Scans and protects your system from a virus attack.

Strategy Games

Checkers-Play a game of checkers with a friend or with the computer.

Galactic Trader-Go through the solar system to buy and sell goods.

Hypermind-HyperCard version of the classic puzzle game “Master Mind.”

Letter HI!-Deductive puzzle game using trial, error and clues to create five-letter words. 

MacBlocks-Eliminate all the blocks before time runs out.

Polyominoes-Polyominoes is a very interesting strategy game in which you try to put the
last piece on the board.    

Susan-SUSAN is a quick and subtle game for two players, or you may play against your
computer.

Unity-Advanced strategy game based on the principle of cooperation.

HyperCard Education

Alice in Wonderland-Read through Lewis Carrol’s wonderful novel.    Entertainment for 
all ages.

Animated Faults-Animated stack showing three main types of faults.



Animation Help Stack-Offers excellent help and tips on using various types of animation
within HyperCard.    

Around The USA-Educational stack which teaches facts about U.S. states. 

Brain Stack-A complete guide to the human brain. 

Caroline’s Counting -Teach your children to count.

Cosmic Ladder -Measure cosmic distances.

Electricity and Fission-Teaches basic concepts about matter and electricity, and goes 
into the study of nuclear fission. 

Europe Game-Quiz yourself on European countries and capitals.

German Grammar Tutor- Learn essential German Grammar the Hypercard way.�

Grademaster-Tracks and averages project tests for any number of students. 

Gravitation-Two-dimensional, graphic orbital simulation.    

Great Expectations-A terrific study guide to this Charles Dickens masterpiece.

Heather’s Notes-Helps children learn the most commonly used piano keys.

Hyperbook Report-An easy way for students to pick and write a book report.

HyperTurtle-Make graphics with a simple programming language.

Music Gym-Use this stack to educate yourself on the rudiments of music and its 
notation.

Northern Africa-Learn countries and capitals in Northern Africa.

Periodic Table Stack-Hypercard-based Periodic Table. 

QuizMaster-A program that quizzes the user on various topics.

Shakespeare’s Sonnets-Hypercard stack of Shakespeare’s Sonnets.

Ship Code Blinker-Teaches Morse code by sound and/or blinker.

Southern Africa-Familiarize your self with South African capitals and countries.



SpaceStack-Gives you the details of America’s venture into space.    Also includes a 
variety of other stacks.

Telephone Teacher-Realistic telephone simulation. 

Twain-Read quotes from some of Mark Twain’s most famous works.

United States Map-Learn information about our fifty states including state capitals, birds,
mottos, and nicknames.

Whales    Stack-Information on whales.

What is There to Do?-This stack includes over 374 cards with hundreds of creative 
activities to keep your children busy. 

Word Builder-A drill on synonyms and antonyms.


